Seeking coherence and switching reasoning after forgetting an equation
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Selection and application of an appropriate equation is a key step in instructional problem-solving strategies. But what if one cannot exactly recall the relevant equation? We are currently investigating how coherence between physical and mathematical reasoning opens multiple solution pathways for qualitative physics problems. In one-on-one interviews, community college students, 4-year college undergraduates, and graduate students solved qualitative introductory-level E&M questions. Analysis of 18 interviews showed that while many students had initial difficulty in recalling a relevant equation, they demonstrated strategies for making progress. We present two cases from the data corpus. One interviewee was unsure whether the time constant for an RC circuit is RC or 1/(RC) and sought coherence with qualitative reasoning to determine the correct expression. Another student switched to reasoning qualitatively from a physical model after noting that they could not recall a relevant equation. These examples show how mathematical and physical reasoning is opportunistically incorporated in students' problem solving.
I. INTRODUCTION

On the Maryland Physics Expectations Survey (MPEx2), students are asked to rate on a 5-point Likert scale to what extent they agree with the following statement: “If I don't remember a particular equation needed for a problem in an exam, I can probably figure out an (ethical!) way to come up with it, given enough time” [1]. The favorable response to this question is “agree,” reflecting an expert view that one can (re)construct physics knowledge. While this question uncovers students’ beliefs about whether or not they can make progress while problem-solving even if they forget a relevant equation, it does not clarify exactly what strategies students can use to make that progress. This paper presents two cases of how students make progress on physics problems when they cannot remember a relevant equation. Incorporating the teaching of such productive reasoning strategies could potentially benefit student problem solving and epistemological beliefs.

The selection and application of relevant equations are explicit steps in PER-based conceptualizations of quantitative problem solving [2-6]. And while the use of equations in qualitative problem solving is less documented, Park demonstrates that students can utilize equations to explore a given physical situation while answering qualitative questions [7]. Although these frameworks describe a successful problem-solving pathway, they do not suggest corrective strategies when a roadblock appears, such as when a key equation is forgotten.

One question investigated in this paper is: how can students reconstruct (partially) forgotten equations? One possible corrective strategy is that the equation could be rederived. For instance, the time constant for RC circuits (τ = RC) can be derived by applying Kirchoff’s laws to an RC circuit and solving a differential equation. Another possible strategy is that students may use their understanding of the physical situation to generate a sensible equation. Sherin [8] found that third-semester physics students were able to directly generate equations that matched their conceptual understanding of physical situations. For instance, to describe the acceleration of a falling object experiencing air resistance, students directly wrote equations of the form $a = \frac{F_{\text{down}}}{m} - \frac{F_{\text{up}}}{m}$ to represent the structure of two opposing influences. Such reasoning that leverages the coherence between qualitative physics understanding and mathematical equations has been investigated under the label of mathematical sensemaking [9-13]. Mathematical sensemaking research models the messy ways that student problem solving deviates from idealized problem-solving procedures, such as understanding and fixing mistakes [9] or constructing solutions from multiple physical, graphical, and symbolic elements [13]. Building on this research, we seek empirical examples of how physics students use mathematical sensemaking to make progress when they forget an equation.

A second question investigated in this paper is: what alternative solutions can students who forget a relevant equation apply that don’t explicitly require an equation? While equations are difficult to avoid on quantitative problems, qualitative problems are more likely to be solvable without equations. Through this research project, we also seek empirical examples of how physics students who initially note that they forget a relevant equation turn to other strategies on qualitative physics problems.

In the next sections, we present an overview of the data corpus of interviews, detail one focal problem (the Four Circuits problem) and highlight two cases of how students make progress after forgetting a relevant equation. One student, Gabi, uses their physical understanding of the problem situation to reconstruct the equation by deciding between two likely candidates for the equation. Sam uses a similar physical understanding of the problem situation to instead answer the question qualitatively. These two cases provide empirical examples of how students adapt when forgetting a relevant equation on a physics problem.

II. METHODS

The data corpus consists of 18 semi-structured clinical interviews. Participants were students at a community college or students at an elite, private university. The students ranged from undergraduates in introductory E&M to graduate students. This paper will focus on Sam, a community college student currently enrolled in an introductory course, and Gabi, a rising junior physics major at the elite private university.

In these hour-long interviews, students thought aloud as they answered qualitative, introductory-level E&M questions. The interviewer maintained a neutral approach, and interjections and follow-up questions were mainly for clarification about statements made by the interviewee. Our analysis is informed by the methodological perspective that reasoning displayed in these interviews are shaped by interviewees’ framing of the interviews as well as their interactions with the interviewer [14,15].

Content logs were created with attention placed on the interviewees reasoning as well as interview dynamics. We attended to the types of physical and mathematical reasoning students used to answer the interview questions. With this focus, two questions from the interview protocol, both involving capacitors, emerged as particularly interesting—eliciting rich reasoning from interviewees. As we discussed these episodes and refined our interpretation, codes were inductively developed to categorize common, intriguing features of interviewees’ reasoning on these problems, such as “forgot an equation/expression,” “searching for coherence,” and “anxious/unsure.”
Across the 18 interviews, mentioning that one forgot or could not remember a relevant equation or mathematical expression, either in part or whole, occurred twelve times by eleven interviewees throughout the two focal questions (noting that five interviewees only received one of these focal questions). This paper presents two cases of what students do when they forget a relevant equation or expression.  

III. TWO CASES OF FORGETTING AN EQUATION

A. Gabi determines the correct equation through qualitative reasoning

After being presented with the Four Circuits problem, Gabi, a rising junior physics major, begins to respond:

Gabi: Okay, so. (4s pause) The, I think that there’s like, in RC circuits like the time constant of how (5s pause), (one hand partially covers face as the other holds pen) but like the time constant of how long the capacitors take to discharge is

Interviewer: Mhm.

G: RC?

I: Mhm.

G: It’s either RC or 1/RC and let’s see intuitively which one it should be.

Gabi recognizes that the time constant will be a useful way to determine the solution to the presented problem, but their memory of the time constant expression here is incomplete. With two plausible possibilities in mind, RC or 1/RC, Gabi states that they will “intuitively” see which expression it will be (turn 36), though it is ambiguous what type of approach they are imagining. One formal mathematical approach would be to derive the time constant by writing Kirchhoff’s voltage law for an RC circuit and solving a differential equation. However, Gabi’s subsequent reasoning indicates a different approach in mind, which depends on matching the physical circuit behavior to the mathematical form of the time constant. Gabi continues:

36 G: So, (moves hand from head and straightens posture), as the resistance increases it would take longer, wait, wait, time constant is the amount of time it takes to go to 1/e of its original charge.

37 I: Okay.

38 G: Okay. So if it was a bigger resistance it would make sense that it would take longer, I think.

Gabi starts by describing the relationship between a large resistance and a longer discharge time. Though they state this qualitative relationship as a fact that “would make sense” (turn 38), we do not know why this makes sense to Gabi. Their reasoning could be related to a physical model of resistance blocking the flow of charges in a circuit and/or Ohm’s law, which embodies this qualitative relationship mathematically. Although we cannot determine whether their warrant for why this makes sense is physical, mathematical, or something else, we see here that Gabi’s “intuitive” reasoning is qualitative. Gabi also states the meaning of the time constant (“the amount of time it takes to go to 1/e of its original charge”), so they have laid out the pieces needed to conclude that $\tau \sim R$, though they do not explicitly state it here.

Next, Gabi moves onto thinking about the effect of capacitance on the discharge time:

38 G: And then if it was more capacitance, pshh, I have a hard time getting an intuitive grasp on like what capacitance is like (replaces hand on face). Like, so,
capacitance is equal to charge over voltage ($Q/V$), I believe.

I: Mhm.

G: So that’s like amount of charge that the capacitor can hold, at the, or (4s pause). So like a capacitor (moves hand from face, placing hands parallel, separated by small distance) with larger capacitance (3s pause), at the same like charge, oh here we go (points to prompt), charged by the same amount, has more charge on it.

I: Okay.

G: So it makes sense if it has more charge on it, it would take longer, maybe sh, maybe longer to uh to uh discharge. Sure, we’ll say okay, we’ll say the time constant is $RC$.

During this section, Gabi’s qualitative reasoning about capacitance takes two parts. First, Gabi states that a larger capacitance would have more charge (if all capacitors are “charged by the same amount,” as Gabi says, presumably paraphrasing the situation given in the prompt, in which all capacitors are connected to the same 9 V battery). This is connected to the mathematical definition of capacitance, $C = Q/V$, and Gabi’s ratio interpretation that capacitance indicates the amount of charge the capacitor can hold at a certain voltage. (turn 38). Then, Gabi makes the qualitative conclusion that more charge would mean a longer discharge time, though again there is no evidence suggesting whether their warrant for this claim is physical, mathematical or something else. As before, this lays out the pieces to conclude that $\tau \sim C$, though Gabi only indicates this and the previous potential conclusion that $\tau \sim R$ when stating that the time constant expression is $RC$ (turn 42).

In addition to helping students reconstruct equations, we propose that coherence between different ideas can also help students gain confidence in the face of uncertainty. Throughout this episode, Gabi expresses uncertainty not only about whether the time constant is $RC$ or $1/RC$, but also about their reasoning throughout. Their explanations contain incomplete sentences and interruptions—for instance, “wait wait” (turn 36), “uh” (turn 42), “like” (turns 32, 38 and 40) or long run-on sentences punctuated by pauses (turns 32 and 40). Gabi’s speech also includes hedges—for instance, “I think” (turns 32 and 38), “I believe” (turn 38), and “maybe” (turn 42), and explicit statements of uncertainty (turn 38: “I have a hard time getting an intuitive grasp on what capacitance is like.’’). In light of this uncertainty, coherence between different ideas—the mathematical expression for the time constant RC with “intuitive” qualitative relations between resistance, capacitance, charge, and discharge time—may provide the safety net to help Gabi believe in the conclusion that RC is the time constant. This may help explain why, after laying out an argument for $\tau \sim R$, Gabi reasons about capacitance even though knowing $\tau \sim R$ is sufficient to determine that $RC$ is plausible, and $1/RC$ is not. Gabi’s effort to understand capacitance intuitively here aligns with theories of coherence that argue that explanations with a greater number of connections between ideas are more preferable [16].

B. Sam switches to another approach that doesn’t require equations

We also observe a community college student, Sam, noting that they forgot a relevant equation:

I: Mhm. Mhm.

S: I think. Versus, um, this one (points to circuit A), it only has one way,

I: Mhm.

S: So I think this one (points to circuit B) would be... faster, than this one (points to circuit A)?

Using the physical configurations, Sam determines that increased paths in circuit B’s parallel circuit means it would discharge more quickly than circuit A (turns 34-35).

Next, Sam reasons how the smaller plate distance in circuit D would impact how quickly the circuit discharges:

I: I think this one (points to D) might be the fastest, though. Because of that distance.

S: I think this one (points to D) might be the fastest, though. Because of that distance.

I: What, what is the impact here?
Although there are aspects of the solution here that are incomplete (e.g., no verbalized comparison of the slower discharge rate of circuit C against the greater initial charge of circuit D), this excerpt shows that Sam has ways to reason about the situation to make progress on the problem—qualitative reasoning tied to physical analogies—even after noting they forgot a relevant equation.

IV. DISCUSSION

The cases of Gabi and Sam illustrate two different ways that students can make progress when facing one potential roadblock, forgetting a relevant equation. Where Gabi uses a coherence-seeking approach to decide between two possible forms of the RC time constant equation, Sam instead opts to reason qualitatively, in line with their physical understanding of circuits—an example that contributes to research on how students navigate qualitative and quantitative solution methods on physics problems [12]. These two cases illustrate ways that students’ understanding of the physical situation provide corrective and alternative reasoning pathways when answering a physics problem. Specifically, they both relied on the ideas that the discharge time increases as resistance increases and as the starting charge on the capacitor increases. Gabi used these ideas to decide on the form of the time constant expression, while Sam used these ideas to compare the circuits qualitatively to answer the problem.

Gabi’s coherence-based approach to reconstruct the equation adds another empirical example to a body of research showing that coherence between mathematics and physical understanding is a productive tool in physics reasoning and problem solving. There is some evidence that explicit efforts to emphasize this coherence in physics instruction can enhance students’ problem-solving expertise [12]. Continuing to grow our understanding of the ways in which coherence between mathematics and physical understanding can be leveraged in physics problem solving may inform future instructional efforts.

This paper is an initial report out of a larger research project investigating how students coordinate and switch between multiple lines of reasoning during problem solving. Future directions for this project include further documenting the range of strategies students employ when forgetting an equation and exploring how students’ epistemological stances towards problem solving can play a role in whether they switch to alternative strategies.
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